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A..Read each group of words.Write   Yes if it is a sentence.Write NO 
if it is not a sentence.                                                              ٢pts 
 
 ١. My cat runs fast.                           ------- 
 
  ٢.The python and the dog.               ------- 
 
  ٣.This fish.                                       ------- 
 
  ٤.The children have fun at the zoo. ------- 
 
B. Write the correct answer to   complete each  sentence.     ١pt 
 
١. This fish _____________. 

a.fun                       b.tall  grass                     c.swims  fast 
 

  ٢.____________ play in the water. 
      a.The ducklings      b.Swimming                   c.Wait 
 
C.Use a capital letter and correct end mark.(.,?,!)                         ٣pts 
 
  ١.do you like chicken 
  
٢. I wear a helmet for baseball 
 
٣.take your backpacks 

 ١



D.Underline   the  subject and  circle the predicate in  each  
sentence.                                                                             ٢pts 
 
 
١. I  like to rake the  leaves.                                                                        

٢. My mom made the cake  for my birthday party. 

E.Underline the  correct sentence in each group.             ١pt 

  ١.a) do you race each week? 

      b) do you  race each week. 

      c)Do  you race  each week? 

 ٢.a)What a great story that was ? 

    b) what a great story that was ! 

   c) What a great story that was ! 

F. Write the list word that  means the same as each group of     ٢pts 

      words.       Sweet-bend-play-grade 

 ١. take part in  a game                                 --------- 

 ٢.curve                                                        ---------- 

 ٣. a year of study  in school                        ---------- 

 ٢



 ٤.with  a taste like sugar or honey              --------- 

G. Write the list word to finish each sentence.                              ٢pts 

                      Spring-like-  Sick –sing 

  ١.Let’s  ----------- the  alphabet song. 

  ٢.If you are not feeling well , you are ------------- . 

  ٣.If you enjoy something, you  -----------it . 

  ٤.After winter comes ------------ . 

H.Write the list  word  that  goes with  two words in each group.٢pts 

                      Lunches-swing-brother-streets 

١. roads,  highways, -------- 

٢. breakfasts,dinners, -------- 

٣. slide, seesaw,        ------- 

٤.mother,sister,        -------     

I. Write the  words from the box in alphabetical order.                 ١pt 

                Season- sail-prince-house 

  ٤   ------------.٣   -----------.٢    ------------ .١.---------- 

 ٣



J.Add  -s  or –es  to the word at the left  to  finish each sentence.١pt 

 ١.peach     Everyone had -------------- for snacks.                          

 ٢.lion        Two  -----------  growled at  them. 

K. Read the  paragraph.Then choose the best answer .                ٣pts    

    Butterflies are insects.They have six  legs and two  sets of 

wings.Their wings are covered  in tiny scales and each one is colored 

so they make a pattern  on each wing. Each kind of butterfly  has a 

different pattern on its wings.                                                          

١. A butterfly is ----------------- . 

a) a mamma l                                    b)a bird 

c)an insect                                         d)a fish 

  ٢. A butterfly has ------------- legs.                
         

          a)five            b)eight           c)seven         d)six 

  ٣.The wings of a butterfly are covered in tiny----------------- . 

          a)feathers     b)scales         c)plants         d)roses        Good luck 

 ٤


